IF YOU’RE LEAVING...
REMOVALS

If you’re moving why don’t you take us with you?
You know and love all the benefits of gas, so keep enjoying
it with a housewarming present from Elgas… $50 in your
Elgas account!
When you move there’s plenty to organise, let Elgas help with a
pain-free reconnection at your new home and an account credit
to help you settle in.
One simple call will ensure you have gas from the moment
you move in, and without the hassle of starting a new account.
Call 131 161 and you will automatically be connected to your
nearest Elgas centre.
So give us a call 7 days before you leave, and we’ll get you
connected before the boxes are unpacked!

Premium Service
With Elgas you’ll continue to have access to our 24-hour
emergency service, the convenience of making direct debit
payments and you’ll be able to manage your account online.
EasyGas Tanker Refills
If you already enjoy our EasyGas™ service, you’ll understand
how simple your deliveries can be. Because we monitor your
usage and schedule regular deliveries, there’s no running out
and no need to replace the cylinders. You don’t even need to be
home for your delivery - Elgas take care of everything for you.

Special Offers
As a current Elgas customer you can take advantage of a $50
account credit when you move home - and that’s just one of the
ways we take special care of you.
In addition to your $50 account credit, you’ll have access to
further special offers - updated online regularly. Plus you can
take advantage of our Easy Payment Plan that lets you pay for
your new appliance over 12 months, interest free.
Remember to Call
So if you’re planning a move - we’d love to come with you.
Simply call us a week before you move and your Elgas service
will be up and running before you can say ‘home sweet home’.

CAN WE COME TOO?
$50 ACCOUNT CREDIT*
when you let us
know in advance.
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Simply call us a week before you move
and we’ll credit your Elgas account.

*TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 1. Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer unless stipulated. 2. Offer valid for EasyGas service only. Exchange may be substituted
if EasyGas is not suitable for the site. 3. $50 account credit only available on signing and returning to Elgas a 2 year supply agreement and direct debit form, and is not
redeemable for cash nor transferable. 4. $50 credit will be issued on first invoice to current active customers who move premises or are new to Elgas only. 5. Limit of one
$50 credit per household. 6. Service & delivery charges may apply. 7. Credit is up to $50 and is able to be altered at any time without notice. 8. Offer excludes cooking
only/low volume customers.

131 161

www.elgas.com.au

